
 
 

Product Design - Learning Journey  
 

  DT KS3 
 

Baseline Position 

Topic ELEMENT Year 

Group 

Step 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

K
n
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le
d
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e

 

I have a very basic understanding of knowledge 8                   

I have a basic understanding of knowledge 8                   

I have a good understanding of knowledge 8                   

I have a good understanding of  knowledge & can 
apply it some of the time 

8                   

I have a good understanding of  knowledge & can 
apply it most of the time 

8                   

I have a good understanding of  knowledge & can 
apply it the majority of the time 

8                   

I have a very good understanding of  knowledge & can 
apply it the majority of the time 

8                   

I have an excellent understanding of  knowledge & 
can apply it the majority of the time 

8          

I have an excellent understanding of  knowledge & 
can apply it all of the time 

8          

M
a

n
u

fa
c
tu

re
 

With help and support I have tried to make my 
product 

8          

With help and support I have made my product 8          

I have used some tools and equipment to produce 
parts of my product myself 

8          

I have used tools and equipment correctly to make 
my product 

8          

I have used the correct tools and equipment and used 
them with some accuracy to make my product 

8          

I have used the correct tools and equipment skilfully 
and accurately to make my product 

8          

I have used a range of processes correctly and skilfully 
to produce a well-made product accurately and 
correctly. My product meets the design brief / 
Specification 

8          

I have used a range of processes correctly and skilfully 
to produce a well-made product accurately and 
correctly. My product meets the design brief / 
Specification and shows a good level of quality 

8          

I have used a range of processes correctly and skilfully 
to produce a well-made product accurately and 
correctly. My product meets the design brief / 
Specification and shows a good level of quality and 
precision 

8          

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

Lesson  Learning Focus Assessment 

Intro Intro to DT   

Exam H&S assessment Assessment 1 - H&S 

Sweet Dispenser Design Brief and Task Analysis   

Sweet Dispenser Product Analysis / Specification   

Sweet Dispenser Mark out the dispenser   

Sweet Dispenser Cut out the dispenser   

Sweet Dispenser Sand and Drill the dispenser   

Sweet Dispenser Sand and Drill the dispenser   

Sweet Dispenser Manufacture of base & legs   

Sweet Dispenser Manufacture of base & legs   

Sweet Dispenser Manufacture of base & legs   

Sweet Dispenser Manufacture the tongue   

Sweet Dispenser Manufacture the tongue   

Sweet Dispenser Assembly Assessment 2 - Manufacture 

Sweet Dispenser 2D design jar graphics   

Sweet Dispenser Apply jar graphics Hmwk - Exam revision 

Sweet Dispenser Sand Blasting   

Sweet Dispenser Evaluation   

Exam Y8 Exam Assessment 3 Exam 

Isometric Practice Isometric   

Isometric Isometric   

Isometric Isometric   

Microbit Microbit   

Microbit Microbit Assessment 4 - Microbit 

Bot Design Brief and Task Analysis   

Bot Antro and ergo lesson   

Bot Specification & Design   

Bot Design and model   

Bot Test and eval / redesign   

Bot CAD   

Bot Electronics Hmwk - Exam Revision 

Bot Electronics   

Bot Test out and modify   

Bot Test out and modify   

Exam Knowledge Test Assessment 5 Exam 

Bot Finishes   

Bot Evaluation Assessment 6 - Manufacture 

Orthographic Practice Orthographic   

Orthographic Practice Orthographic   

Orthographic Practice Orthographic   


